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From acclaimed author Dinaw Mengestu, a recipient of the National
Book Foundation’s 5 Under 35 award, The New Yorker’s 20 Under 40
award, and a 2012 MacArthur Foundation genius grant, comes an
unforgettable love story about a searing affair between an
American woman and an African man in 1970s America and an
unflinching novel about the fragmentation of lives that straddle
countries and histories. All Our Names is the story of two young
men who come of age during an African revolution, drawn from the
safe confines of the university campus into the intensifying clamor
of the streets outside. But as the line between idealism and
violence becomes increasingly blurred, the friends are driven
apart—one into the deepest peril, as the movement gathers
inexorable force, and the other into the safety of exile in the
American Midwest. There, pretending to be an exchange student,
he falls in love with a social worker and settles into small-town life.
Yet this idyll is inescapably darkened by the secrets of his past: the
acts he committed and the work he left unfinished. Most of all, he is
haunted by the beloved friend he left behind, the charismatic
leader who first guided him to revolution and then sacrificed
everything to ensure his freedom. Elegiac, blazing with insights
about the physical and emotional geographies that circumscribe our
lives, All Our Names is a marvel of vision and tonal command.
Writing within the grand tradition of Naipul, Greene, and Achebe,
Mengestu gives us a political novel that is also a transfixing portrait
of love and grace, of self-determination and the names we are given
and the names we earn. This eBook edition includes a Reading
Group Guide.
Praise for Heart of the Highland Wolf: "Highlanders and
werewolves. Be still my heart!"—The Good, the Bad, and the Unread
A Highland Wolf on a Mission... Duncan MacNeill is hell-bent on
catching the thief who's stolen the clan's fortune and run off to
Grand Cayman Island. Duncan has rarely left his homeland and he
couldn't care less about an island paradise. He never expected to
find a beautiful distraction who will show him just how appealing
paradise can be... Meets a Dangerous Distraction... Lone wolf and
botanist Shelley Campbell headed to the island to study the old
growth forests. She didn't count on meeting a handsome Highlander
who can't keep his paws off her. Praise for Dreaming of the Wolf:
"Intense and swoon-inducing...The chemistry is steamy."—USA
Today Happy Ever After "Fascinating characters and an exciting,
action packed plot."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "Intriguing...The
queen of werewolf drama Terry Spear provides a powerful take of
love and war."—Midwest Book Review
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Fated to Fall in Love... Luke Mars doesn’t believe in fate. Especially
when ‘Fate’ is supposedly a gorgeous goddess named Aurora who
claims to be his guardian, assigned from birth to watch over him.
Homicide detective Adam Garrett is already a rising star in the
Boston police department when he and his cynical partner, Carl
Landauer, catch a horrifying case that could make their careers: the
ritualistic murder of a wealthy college girl that appears to have
Satanic elements. The partners make a quick arrest when all
evidence points to another student, a troubled musician in a Goth
band who was either dating or stalking the murdered girl. But
Garrett’s case is turned upside down when beautiful, mysterious
Tanith Cabarrus, a practicing witch from nearby Salem, walks into
the homicide bureau and insists that the real perpetrator is still at
large. Tanith claims to have had psychic visions that the killer has
ritually sacrificed other teenagers in his attempts to summon a
powerful, ancient demon. All Garrett's beliefs about the nature of
reality will be tested as he is forced to team up with a woman he is
fiercely attracted to but cannot trust, in a race to uncover a
psychotic killer before he strikes again.
The 9th Girl
Buffalo Bill's Dead Now
A Nasty Woman Press Anthology
Frozen in Amber
The Afton Morrison Series (Afton Morrison, #1-4)

A thrilling novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Tami Hoag,
“one of the most intense suspense writers around” (Chicago Tribune).
Dana Nolan was a promising young TV reporter until a notorious serial
killer tried to add her to his list of victims. Nearly a year has passed since
she survived her ordeal, but the physical, emotional, and psychological
scars run deep. Struggling with the torment of post-traumatic stress
syndrome, plagued by flashbacks and nightmares, Dana returns to her
hometown in an attempt to begin to put her life back together. But home
doesn’t provide the comfort she expects. Dana’s harrowing story and her
return to small-town life have rekindled police and media interest in the
unsolved case of her childhood best friend, Casey Grant, who disappeared
without a trace the summer after their graduation from high school.
Terrified of truths long buried, Dana reluctantly begins to look back at her
past. Viewed through the dark filter of PTSD, old friends and loved ones
become suspects and enemies. Questioning everything she knows,
refusing to be defined by the traumas of her past, Dana seeks out a truth
that may prove too terrible to be believed...
Two young boys. Trapped underground in a bunker. Unable to understand
why they are there. Desperate for someone to find them. Slowly realising
that no-one will ... Five years later, the boys' bodies are found and the most
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difficult case of DI Marnie Rome's career begins. Her only focus is the boys.
She has to find out who they are and what happened to them. For Marnie,
there is no other darkness than this ...
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Book Lovers and Beach
Read comes a sparkling novel that will leave you with the warm, hazy
afterglow usually reserved for the best vacations. Two best friends. Ten
summer trips. One last chance to fall in love. Poppy and Alex. Alex and
Poppy. They have nothing in common. She’s a wild child; he wears khakis.
She has insatiable wanderlust; he prefers to stay home with a book. And
somehow, ever since a fateful car share home from college many years
ago, they are the very best of friends. For most of the year they live far
apart—she’s in New York City, and he’s in their small hometown—but every
summer, for a decade, they have taken one glorious week of vacation
together. Until two years ago, when they ruined everything. They haven't
spoken since. Poppy has everything she should want, but she’s stuck in a
rut. When someone asks when she was last truly happy, she knows,
without a doubt, it was on that ill-fated, final trip with Alex. And so, she
decides to convince her best friend to take one more vacation together—lay
everything on the table, make it all right. Miraculously, he agrees. Now she
has a week to fix everything. If only she can get around the one big truth
that has always stood quietly in the middle of their seemingly perfect
relationship. What could possibly go wrong? Named a Most Anticipated
Book of 2021 by Newsweek ? Oprah Magazine ? The Skimm ? Marie Claire ?
Parade ? The Wall Street Journal ? Chicago Tribune ? PopSugar ?
BookPage ? BookBub ? Betches ? SheReads ? Good Housekeeping ?
BuzzFeed ? Business Insider ? Real Simple ? Frolic ? and more!
"As a crime beat reporter, Barrie Gryffald's work is risky enough when
she's investigating mortal homicides. But when a teenage shifter and an
infamous Hollywood mogul are both found dead on the same night, her
Keeper intuition screams, Otherworldly. Reluctantly, she enlists her secret
crush, Mick Townsend, a journalist with movie-star appeal. Together, they
dig up eerie parallels to a forgotten cult-film tragedy. But it may be too
late..."--P. [4] of cover.
In Atlantis
A Rush of Wings
Bitter Moon
The Beautiful Pretender
A Cold Day for Murder
Being a suspect in
but for Capricorn,
male escort who is
demand male model,
piling up and more

a murder case never happens at a good time,
Tad Halston, a recovering addict and former
on the verge of reclaiming his place as an inthe timing couldn't be worse. With bodies
evidence pointing to him for the murders, the
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last thing he needs is a series of anonymous messages demanding
he make the next kill for vengeance. Can he murder the uncle who
abused him and sent his life hurtling down this dark path, or
will his sister become the real killer's next victim? For Tad,
time is running out. Now that Darek Blake has hired Bay "The
Slayer" Collins as his divorce attorney, he realizes the man's
help will come at a much higher price. Becoming an informant was
never part of the deal, but with new evidence hitting too close
to home, Darek is left with no other choice. With the killer
targeting Darek's old friends, he has to decide which side is
most important, his role as a detective, or his past as part of
the Zodiac Society.
The first in the Edgar Award-winning Kate Shugak series.
Somewhere in Alaska, a ranger has disappeared. And so has the
investigator sent in by the FBI to find him. Time to send in a
professional: Kate Shugak.
Twenty-five years have passed since a savage killer terrorized
California, massacring three ordinary families before
disappearing without a trace. The haunted child who was the only
surviving victim of his rampage is now wanted by the FBI for
brutal crimes of her own, and Special Agent Matthew Roarke is on
an interstate manhunt for her, despite his conflicted sympathies
for her history and motives. But when his search for her
unearths evidence of new family slayings, the dangerous woman
Roarke seeks - and wants - may be his only hope of preventing
another bloodbath.
Left behind during the Thanksgiving holiday break, Robin Stone
and four other students--Patrick, the jock; Lisa, a manipulative
tease; Cain, the brooding musician; and Martin, a scholarly
eccentric--all of whom have their own reasons for remaining on
campus, gradually become aware of a sixth ominous presence that
may have its own terrifying agenda for them. A first novel.
Reprint.
The Shifters
Stealing Hollywood: Story Structure Secrets for Writing Your
Best Book
One Hot Secret
Stone Maidens
A Novel
In the latest Wind River novel from New York Times bestselling author Margaret Coel,
Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden and Father John O’Malley are witnesses to history—and
murder… After more than 120 years, the regalia worn by Arapaho Chief Black Heart in
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show were supposed to be returned to his people. But the
cartons containing the relics were empty when they arrived at the Arapaho Museum.
Collector Trevor Pratt had them shipped from Germany and believes thieves must have
stolen them en route. Vicki and Father John suspect Trevor knows more about the theft
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than he’s telling—a suspicion that’s confirmed when they find him murdered in his
home. To find the killer, they must first uncover the truth about a blood feud between
two Arapaho families—and the original theft of Black Heart’s possessions dating back
more than a century…
From the creators of the #1 podcast Limetown, an explosive prequel about a teenager
who learns of a mysterious research facility where more than three hundred people
have disappeared—including her uncle—with clues that become the key to discovering
the secrets of this strange town. On a seemingly ordinary day, seventeen-year-old Lia
Haddock hears news that will change her life forever: three hundred men, women, and
children living at a research facility in Limetown, Tennessee, have disappeared without
a trace. Among the missing is Emile Haddock, Lia’s uncle. What happened to the
people of Limetown? It’s all anyone can talk about. Except Lia’s parents, who refuse to
discuss what might have happened there. They refuse, even, to discuss anything to do
with Emile. As a student journalist, Lia begins an investigation that will take her far from
her home, discovering clues about Emile’s past that lead to a shocking secret—one with
unimaginable implications not only for the people of Limetown, but for Lia and her
family. The only problem is…she’s not the only one looking for answers. Zack Akers and
Skip Bronkie are first-rate storytellers, in every medium. Critics called their podcast
Limetown “creepy and otherworldly” (The New York Times) and “endlessly fun” (Vox),
and “readers will have a hard time putting this story down, even as it pulls them deeper
into the rabbit hole that is Limetown” (Publishers Weekly). Working with Cote Smith, a
PEN/Robert W. Bingham Prize Finalist, they’ve crafted an exhilarating mystery that
asks big questions about what we owe to our families and what we owe to ourselves,
about loss, discovery, and growth. Threaded throughout is Emile’s story—told in these
pages for the first time ever.
"Hollywood Versus The Author is a collection of non-fiction anecdotes by authors
who've had the pleasure of experiencing the development room firsthand--some who
have successfully managed to straddle the two worlds, seeing their works morph into
the kinds of feature films and TV shows that make them proud, and others who stepped
blindsided into that room after selling their first or second novels. All the stories in this
collection illustrate the great divide between the world of literature and the big or small
screen. They underscore the insanity of every crazy thing you've ever heard about
Hollywood. For insiders and outsiders alike, Hollywood Versus The Author delivers the
goods."--Page [4] of cover.
Back to her popular werewolf series, bestselling author Dare features the Hadley
brothers, a trio of unruly werewolves who need to learn how to behave in polite society.
Original.
Hunger Moon
Howl for a Highlander
A Hidden Legacy Novella
Hollywood Vs. the Author
One for the Blackbird, One for the Crow
#1 New York Times bestselling author Tami Hoag’s fan-favorite Minneapolis investigators, Sam Kovac
and Nikki Liska, hunt a serial killer in this haunting thriller. On a frigid New Year’s Eve in
Minneapolis, a young woman is found brutally murdered—the ninth so far this year in a string of
grisly slayings. Homicide detectives Sam Kovac and Nikki Liska fear that it’s the work of a serial
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killer they call Doc Holiday, a transient who has brought his gruesome game to a new and more
terrifying level. But as Kovac and Liska uncover the truth, they find that the monsters in the ninth
girl’s life may live closer to home. And even as another young woman disappears, they have to ask the
question: Which is the greater evil—the devil you know or the devil you don’t?
An ambitious politician, Will Sullivan abandons his dream of becoming the next governor of
Massachusetts when his young daughter, Sydney, is diagnosed with a malignant tumor, but as he and
his wife seek out the help of the Briarwood Medical Center to save their daughter's life, Will soon
discovers that a cure could come at a terrifying cost. 17,500 first printing.
After experiencing a precognitive dream that shatters her engagement and changes her life forever,
young California psychology professor Laurel MacDonald decides to get a fresh start by taking a job
at Duke University in North Carolina. She soon becomes obsessed with the long-buried files from the
world-famous Rhine parapsychology experiments, which attempted to prove if ESP really exists. Along
with another charismatic professor, she uncovers disturbing reports, including a mysterious case of a
house supposedly haunted by a poltergeist, investigated by another research team in 1965. The two
professors and two exceptionally gifted Duke students move into the grand, abandoned mansion to
replicate the investigation, unaware that the entire original team ended up insane...or dead.
Shattering Glass is the first in a series of remarkable anthologies published by Nasty Woman Press, a
unique non-profit publisher founded to help fund other organizations threatened by the rise of
autocracy and the ongoing war against civil and human rights in the United States. A scintillating
mixture of top-flight fiction from bestselling authors in multiple genres, fascinating articles, and
thought-provoking essays, conversations and interviews, Shattering Glass takes as its theme the
empowerment of women, with all profits from the book donated to Planned Parenthood. Nasty Woman
Press is a 501(c)(4) non-profit publisher pledged to fight fascism, racism, misogyny, anti-Semitism,
homophobia, Islamophobia, transphobia, and bigotry while promoting human rights and civil rights in
the United States and around the globe. As writers, readers, editors, artists, librarians, designers,
publishing professionals and creative, principled human beings, we cherish the planet and our fragile
environment, support science and education, and value health and social services. We believe in taking
care of each other. We believe in a better, kinder, world. Contributors to SHATTERING GLASS
include legendary political figures and award-winning, critically acclaimed and bestselling authors.
Maria Alexander Sandi Ault Eric Beetner Cara Black Rhys Bowen Senator Barbara Boxer Dana
Cameron Joe Clifford Angel Luis Colon Joshua Corin Allison A. Davis Hallie Ephron Danny Gardner
Alison Gaylin Heather Graham Rachel Howzell Hall Charlaine Harris Libby Fischer Hellman Toni
L.P. Kelner Ellen Kirschman Bette Golden Lamb Anne Lamott James L'Etoile Jess Lourey Seanan
McGuire Catriona McPherson Valerie Plame Travis Richardson Kaira Rouda S.J. Rozan Clea Simon
Alexandra Sokoloff Josh Stallings Kelli Stanley Wendy Corsi Staub Robin Stuart Kate Thornton
Jacqueline Winspear
A Second Chance Romance
Goddess of Fate (Mills & Boon Nocturne)
Zodiac Killers #2
The Darker Mask
Book of Shadows

From New York Times bestselling author comes The Beautiful Pretender! After inheriting his
title from his brother, the margrave has two weeks to find a noble bride. What will happen
when he learns he has fallen for a lovely servant girl in disguise? The Margrave of
Thornbeck has to find a bride, fast. He invites ten noble born ladies who meet the king’s
approval to be his guests at Thornbeck Castle for two weeks, a time to test these ladies and
reveal their true character. Avelina has only two instructions: keep her true identity a secret
and make sure the margrave doesn’t select her as his bride. Since the latter seems unlikely,
she concentrates on not getting caught. No one must know she is merely a maidservant, sent
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by the Earl of Plimmwald to stand in for his daughter, Dorothea. Despite Avelina’s best
attempts at diverting attention from herself, the margrave has taken notice. And try as she
might, she can’t deny her own growing feelings. But something else is afoot in the castle.
Something sinister that could have far worse—far deadlier—consequences
After experiencing a precognitive dream that shatters her engagement and changes her life
forever, a young psychology professor from California decides to get a fresh start by taking a
job at Duke University in North Carolina. She soon becomes obsessed with the files from the
world-famous Rhine parapsychology lab experiments, which attempted to prove ESP really
exists. Along with a seductively handsome professor, she uncovers disturbing cases, including
one about a house supposedly haunted by a poltergeist, investigated by another research team
in 1965. The two professors and a team of exceptionally gifted Duke students move into the
abandoned mansion to replicate the investigation—unaware that the entire original team
ended up insane… or dead.
USA Today Bestselling Author Sarah J. Brooks returns with a sizzling hot romance novel
where an unbelievable fake is about to decide the destiny of two souls searching for love. He's
our new apprentice, and he calls himself "Jack". Smirky smile, magnetic eyes, and a face I
can't look away from. Pure heart thief material. I am one of only two female firefighters at
our station, and of course he gets assigned to me. He says he wants to learn how to extinguish
fire. Instead, I need him to extinguish my desires. He says he wants to learn how to rescue
people. Instead, I want him to rescue me. He says he wants to learn how to break into burning
buildings. Instead, he's about to break my burning heart. Because it turns out that his real
name is not Jack. And he has no real intention to become a firefighter. If everything about
him is fake - how can my feelings for him still be so real? This is book #6 in the bestselling
romance series "Love on Fire". No cheating, cliffhangers and of course a satisfying happily
ever after.
Abbie MacIntyre is living the dream in the picturesque Nova Scotia town she calls home. She
is a successful surgeon, is married to a handsome cardiologist, and has a model teenage son
who is only months away from going off to college. But then one fateful night, everything
changes. When a drunk driver hits her car, Abbie is rushed to the hospital. She survives, but
the accident forces unimaginable secrets out into the open and plagues Abbie with nightmares
so vivid that she starts to question her grip on reality. Her perfect life begins to crack, and
those cracks threaten to shatter her world completely. The search for answers will test her
strength in every way—as a wife, a career woman, and a mother—but it may also open the door
for Abbie to move forward, beyond anger and heartbreak, to find out what she is truly made
of. In learning to heal and trust again, she may just find new hope in the spaces left behind.
Diamond Fire
Capricorn
No Other Darkness
The Price
The Harrowing
Discover heart-racing intrigue in this Thriller Short of romantic suspense. Originally published in
LOVE IS MURDER (2013), edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown. In
this Thriller Short, bestselling author Alexandra Sokoloff proves that love and paradise aren’t
easily found. Melissa, stood up at the altar, hopes to rebound from a broken heart in the luxury
Bahamian hotel Atlantis on tiny Paradise Island. Once there, she sets her sights on two seemingly
unattainable prizes—a charming bad boy and a gold shell encrusted with diamonds and emeralds.
There’s just one problem, her bad boy may have set his sights on the same prize, and he will go to
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great lengths to get it. Don’t miss any of these Thriller Shorts from Love Is Murder: Diamond
Drop by Roxanne St. Claire Cold Moonlight by Carla Neggers Poisoned by Beverly Barton
Speechless by Robert Browne Lockdown by Andrea Kane Spider’s Tango by William Simon
Night Heat by Laura Griffin B.A.D. Mission by Sherrilyn Kenyon Deadly Fixation by Dianna
Love Hot Note by Patricia Rosemoor Last Shot by Jon Land & Jeff Ayers Grave Danger by
Heather Graham Without Mercy by Mariah Stewart Even Steven by D.P. Lyle Dying to Score by
Cindy Gerard The Number of Man by J.T. Ellison Hard Drive by Bill Floyd After Hours by
William Bernhardt Blood In, Blood Out by Brenda Novak Wed to Death by Vicki Hinze The
Honeymoon by Julie Kenner Execution Dock by James Macomber In Atlantis by Alexandra
Sokoloff Break Even by Pamela Callow Dirty Down Low by Debra Webb Broken Hallelujah by
Toni McGee Causey Holding Mercy by Lori Armstrong Vacation Interrupted by Allison Brennan
I Heard a Romantic Story by Lee Child
From the bestselling author of The Ragged Edge of Night comes a powerful and poetic novel of
survival and sacrifice on the American frontier. Wyoming, 1876. For as long as they have lived on
the frontier, the Bemis and Webber families have relied on each other. With no other settlers for
miles, it is a matter of survival. But when Ernest Bemis finds his wife, Cora, in a compromising
situation with their neighbor, he doesn't think of survival. In one impulsive moment, a man is
dead, Ernest is off to prison, and the women left behind are divided by rage and remorse. Losing
her husband to Cora's indiscretion is another hardship for stoic Nettie Mae. But as a brutal
Wyoming winter bears down, Cora and Nettie Mae have no choice but to come together as one
family--to share the duties of working the land and raising their children. There's Nettie Mae's
son, Clyde--no longer a boy, but not yet a man--who must navigate the road to adulthood without
a father to guide him, and Cora's daughter, Beulah, who is as wild and untamable as her prairie
home. Bound by the uncommon threads in their lives and the challenges that lie ahead, Cora and
Nettie Mae begin to forge an unexpected sisterhood. But when a love blossoms between Clyde and
Beulah, bonds are once again tested, and these two resilient women must finally decide whether
they can learn to trust each other--or else risk losing everything they hold dear.
Together for the first time, experience all four books in The Afton Morrison Series as one
complete serial novel.Afton Morrison, twenty-six, is a small-town children's librarian by day, on a
murderous mission to make the world a better place by night. From the hunt for a violent sexual
predator to the last stand against her tormentor, The Afton Morrison Series delves into a world of
moral ambiguity, told in four thrilling parts:· Go Home, Afton· See You Soon, Afton· Nice Try,
Afton· Time's Up, AftonPacked with suspense, grit, and action, The Afton Morrison Series
delivers audiences an unlikely heroine in the form of a disturbed vigilante murderess.This edition
also features a bonus short story, A Book With No Pictures, the first published title from author
Brent Jones to have featured Afton Morrison as a character.Go Home, Afton:Afton Morrison,
twenty-six, is a small-town children's librarian. She's also a disturbed vigilante murderess, in
pursuit of a violent sexual predator.See You Soon, Afton:Suspected of a murder she didn't
commit, Afton searches for an abducted teenage girl, leading her to unravel dark secrets from her
own past.Nice Try, Afton:With the town on lockdown and her companions in danger, Afton
attempts to establish an improbable truce, leading her into a deadly trap.Time's Up, Afton:Afton
contends with unwanted notoriety as she plots to kill vicious drug dealers and prepares for the last
stand against her tormentor.A Book With No Pictures:A loser, pushing forty, struggles to raise his
gifted nephew, in this short and comedic tale of dysfunction.Praise for The Afton Morrison
Series:"...thrilling..."-The Nerdy Girl Express"...a delightfully dark read..."-Reedsy"...it hooks
you in immediately..."-Geeks of Doom"...gripping..."-Feathered Quill"...a uniquely gritty
style..."-Reads & Reels
A collection of original short works by some of today's most cutting-edge urban fantasy and crime
writers includes contributions by such authors as Walter Mosley, L. A. Banks, Lorenzo
Carcaterra, Tananarive Due, Alexandra Sokoloff, Victor LaValle, and Naomi Hirahara, among
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others. Simultaneous.
Cold Cold Heart
All Our Names
Unquiet: A Novel
The Prequel to the #1 Podcast
Wolfishly Yours

Are you finally committed to writing that novel or screenplay, but
have no idea how to get started? Or are you a published author, but
know you need some plotting help to move your books and career up
to that next level? You CAN write better books and scripts-by learning
from the movies. Screenwriting is based on a simple (and powerful)
structure that you already know from watching so many movies and
television shows in your lifetime. And it's a structure that your reader
or audience unconsciously expects, and is crucial for you to deliver. In
this textbook of the internationally acclaimed SCREENWRITING
TRICKS FOR AUTHORS workshop, award-winning
author/screenwriter Alexandra Sokoloff will show you how to jumpstart your plot and bring your characters and scenes vibrantly alive on
the page by watching your favorite movies and learning from the
storytelling tricks of great filmmakers: The High Concept Premise The
Three-Act, Eight-Sequence Structure The Storyboard Grid The Index
Card Method of Plotting The Setpiece Scene Techniques of film
pacing and suspense, character arc and drive, visual storytelling, and
building image systems. Based on the internationally acclaimed
Screenwriting Tricks for Authors workshops and blog, this new print
edition incorporates all the basic information from the first
Screenwriting Tricks for Authors workbook and doubles the material,
including ten full story breakdowns. The textbook-quality edition is 8 x
10 inches and lies open flat for easy highlighting and note-taking. For
information on books, workshops, and free Story Structure extras, go
to www.ScreenwritingTricks.com REVIEWS: "Alex Sokoloff's
STEALING HOLLYWOOD is the owner's manual that belongs in every
writer's toolkit. Alex dissects the elements of story-telling with clarity,
wit and wisdom. Don't thank me-buy the damn book!" -Mary Kay
Andrews, New York Times bestselling author of Ladies' Night and
Summer Rental "I'd already written fifteen novels by the time I met
Alex and discovered her unique approach to structuring fiction. She
changed my entire writing process for the better. I couldn't live
without my three-act storyboard! Alex is a gifted and generous
teacher and author, and STEALING HOLLYWOOD is a must-have book
for new and seasoned writers alike." -International bestselling author
Diane Chamberlain "Sokoloff's advice is spot-on, and her teaching
style is direct and effective. A must-have book for authors and
screenwriters." -JA Konrath, bestselling author of A Newbie's Guide To
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Publishing "Whether you're an old pro or an apprehensive beginner,
Alex Sokoloff offers a sensible nuts-and-bolts approach that puts you
in control of your material." -Margaret Maron, Edgar(r), Agatha,
Anthony & Macavity Award-winning author of the Deborah Knott
mysteries "Sokoloff is a generous mentor with the gifted ability to
address a storyteller's practical concerns while encouraging artistic
integrity and every author's unique voice. Only three of my half dozen
novels have been written with her unwitting guidance, but I can
guarantee that with this book at my fingertips, all my future work-and
my reading audience-will benefit from her advice. Recommended
without reservation." -Vicki Pettersson, bestselling author of the Sign
of the Zodiac seri
FBI agent Matthew Roarke has been on leave, and in seclusion, since
the capture of mass killer Cara Lindstrom--the victim turned avenger
who preys on predators. Torn between devotion to the law and a
powerful attraction to Cara and her lethal brand of justice, Roarke has
retreated from both to search his soul. But Cara's escape from custody
and a police detective's cryptic challenge soon draw him out of
exile--into the California desert and deep into Cara's past--to probe an
unsolved murder that could be the key to her long and deadly career.
Following young Cara's trail, Roarke uncovers a horrifying attack on a
schoolgirl, the shocking suicide of another, and a human monster
stalking Cara's old high school. Separated by sixteen years, crossing
paths in the present and past, Roarke and fourteen-year-old Cara must
race to find and stop the sadistic sexual predator before more young
women are brutalized.
Supernatural warriors bound by an extraordinary code of honor face
an ultimate test of loyalty in the exciting new paranormal thriller from
New York Times bestselling authors Sherrilyn Kenyon and Dianna
Love. Atlanta has become the battlefield between human and demon.
All her life, Evalle Kincaid has walked the line between the two. Her
origins unknown, she’s on a quest to learn more about her past...and
her future. When a demon claims a young woman in a terrifying attack
and there’s no one else to blame, Evalle comes under suspicion. Now
she’s on a deadly quest for her own survival. Through the sordid
underground of an alternate Atlanta where nothing is as it seems to
the front lines of the city, where her former allies have joined forces
to hunt her, Evalle must prove her innocence or pay the ultimate
price. But saving herself is the least of her problems if she doesn’t
stop the coming apocalypse. The clock is ticking and Atlanta is about
to catch fire...
Amber Treganis constantly reinvents herself. New clothes, new
hairstyle, new car--anything she can do to exert a level of control over
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her life. What she can't control is her shape-shifting other self: the
WerCougar that sinks its claws into her brain during the three nights
surrounding the full moon. Though she is a natural-born shifter from a
prominent WerCougar family, Amber has been unwilling to change
into her cat form ever since a terrible tragedy cost her the man she
loved. And she has little patience with Wers of any species who
embrace their otherness more than their humanity. She focuses on
her life as a defense attorney in Mt. Hood, and stays out of Wer
politics. But after a blurry night of hunting, Amber begins to notice
changes in her transformation. When she hears rumors of research to
discover a treatment for shifting, she suspects she may have been
unknowingly given the experimental therapy. With the help of Adler, a
WerEagle active in community politics, Amber tries to hunt down the
truth about this cure, while staying off the radar of the FBI, which
tracks and manages Wer communities in secret. But Amber doesn't
realize how much she depends on her Wer sense until, one by one,
they begin to fade. And Amber is left increasingly ill--and increasingly
human. Can shifter who is losing her abilities survive for long in either
human or Wer society?
The Unseen
The Isis Collar
Book One of The Maker's Song
A Curve in the Road
People We Meet on Vacation
Praised across Scandinavia as a "literary masterpiece," "spellbinding," and
"magnificent," Unquiet reflects on six taped conversations the author had with her father
at the very end of his life. He is a renowned Swedish filmmaker and has a plan for
everything. She is his daughter, the youngest of nine children. Every summer, since
she was a little girl, she visits him at his beloved stony house surrounded by woods,
poppies, and the Baltic sea. Now that she’s grown up and he’s in his late eighties, he
envisions a book about old age. He worries that he’s losing his language, his memory,
his mind. Growing old is hard work, he says. They will write it together. She will ask the
questions. He will answer them. When she finally comes to the island, bringing her tape
recorder with her, old age has caught up with him in ways neither could have foreseen.
Unquiet follows the narrator as she unearths these taped conversations seven years
later. Swept into memory, she reimagines the story of a father, a mother, and a girl—a
child who can’t wait to grow up and parents who would rather be children. A
heartbreaking and darkly funny depiction of the intricacies of family, Unquiet is an elegy
of memory and loss, identity and art, growing up and growing old. Linn Ullmann nimbly
blends memoir and fiction in her most inventive novel yet, weaving a luminous
meditation on language, mourning, and the many narratives that make up a life.
HIS NAME IS DANTE. Dark. Talented. Beautiful. Star of the rock band Inferno.
Rumored owner of the hot New Orleans nightspot Club Hell. Born of the Blood, then
broken by an evil beyond imagination. HIS PAST IS A MYSTERY. F.B.I. Special Agent
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Heather Wallace has been tracking a sadistic serial murderer known as the Cross
Country Killer, and the trail has led her to New Orleans, Club Hell, and Dante. But the
dangerously attractive musician not only resists her investigation, he claims to be
"nightkind": in other words, a vampire. Digging into his past for answers reveals little. A
juvenile record a mile long. No social security number. No known birth date. In and out
of foster homes for most of his life before being taken in by a man named Lucien
DeNoir, who appears to guard mysteries of his own. HIS FUTURE IS CHAOS. What
Heather does know about Dante is that something links him to the killer -- and she's
pretty sure that link makes him the CCK's next target. Heather must unravel the truth
about this sensual, complicated, vulnerable young man -- who, she begins to believe,
may indeed be a vampire -- in order to finally bring a killer to justice. But Dante's past
holds a shocking, dangerous secret, and once it is revealed not even Heather will be
able to protect him from his destiny....
A perfect life ... until she discovered it wasn’t her own A tragic family event reveals
devastating news that rips apart Bella’s comfortable existence. Embarking on a
personal journey to uncover the truth, she faces a series of traumatic discoveries that
take her to the ruggedly beautiful Cornish coast, where hidden truths, past betrayals
and a 25-year-old mystery threaten not just her identity, but also her life. Chilling,
complex and profoundly moving, In Her Wake is a gripping psychological thriller that
questions the nature of family – and reminds us that sometimes the most shocking
crimes are committed closest to home.
Revenge has no limits. Special Agent Matthew Roarke has abandoned his rogue
search for serial killer Cara Lindstrom. He's returned to the FBI to head a task force
with one mission: to rid society of its worst predators. But now in the new, highly
polarized political landscape, the skeletal symbols of Santa Muerte, "Lady Death,"
mysteriously appear at universities nationwide, threatening death to rapists, and
Roarke's team is pressured to investigate. When a frat boy goes missing in Santa
Barbara, Roarke realizes a bloodbath is coming--desperate teenagers are about to
mete out personal, cold-blooded justice. Hiding from the law, avenging angel Cara
Lindstrom is on her own ruthless quest. She plans to stay as far away from Roarke as
possible--until an old enemy comes after both her and the FBI, forcing her back into
Roarke's orbit. This time, the huntress has become the hunted . . .
Screenwriting Tricks for Authors (and Screenwriters!)
Keeper of the Shadows
Limetown
Blood Trinity
Book 1 in the Belador Series

Celia Graves was once an ordinary human, but those days are
long gone. Now she strives to maintain her sanity and her soul
while juggling both vampire abilities and the powers of a Siren.
Warned of a magical "bomb" at a local elementary school, Celia
forces an evacuation. Oddly, the explosion seems to have no
effect, puzzling both Celia and the FBI. Two weeks later, a
strangely persistent bruise on Celia's leg turns out to be the
first sign of a magical zombie plague. Finding the source of the
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plague isn't Celia's only concern. Her alcoholic mother has
broken out of prison on the Sirens' island; her little sister's
ghost has possessed a young girl; and one of Celia's boyfriends,
a powerful mage, has disappeared. Cat Adams delivers another
page-turner Blood Singer novel with The Isis Collar. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A serial killer is strangling young women and dumping their
lifeless bodies in the steep forested ravines of southern
Indiana. With each corpse he leaves a calling card: a stone
figureine wedged deep inside the victim's throat. FBI forensic
anthropologist Christine Prusik saw such figurines placed
inside the bodies of the dead years ago when researching in
Papua New Guinea. Is someone trying to send Christine a
message?
Charged with overseeing the shapeshifters of New Orleans,
Caitlin MacDonald has her reasons for being wary of their kind.
So when charismatic bounty-hunting shifter Ryder Malloy
blows into town claiming to be on the trail of a horde of
malevolent entities called Walk-Ins, Caitlin has no reason to
trust him—with her city or her heart. But as tourists start
dropping dead from supernatural possession, Cait must team
with Ryder to navigate his shadowy, ephemeral world… Fiercely
independent, Ryder usually hunts alone—but this case requires
an exception. To prevent a supernatural massacre, he needs the
beautiful Keeper on his side—and, if possible, even closer. In
his world, appearances can be deceiving and deadly. And the
only way they'll survive is if this woman who tempts him like no
other trusts in him completely….
Nevada Frida Baylor and Connor Ander Rogan cordially invite
you to join their wedding celebration. Summoning, weather
manipulation, and other magical activities strictly forbidden.
Catalina Baylor is looking forward to wearing her maid of honor
dress and watching her older sister walk down the aisle. Then
the wedding planner gets escorted off the premises, the bride’s
priceless tiara disappears, and Rogan's extensive family
overruns his mother’s home. Someone is cheating, someone is
lying, and someone is plotting murder. To make this wedding
happen, Catalina will have to do the thing she fears most: use
her magic. But she’s a Baylor and there’s nothing she wouldn't
do for her sister's happiness. Nevada will have her fairy tale
wedding, even if Catalina has to tear the mansion apart brick
by brick to get it done.
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Blood Moon
In Her Wake
Shattering Glass
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